1. Introduction {#sec1-brainsci-09-00221}
===============

Neuroblastoma (NBM) is one of the most frequent pediatric solid tumors. It accounts for 7% of malignancies diagnosed in children between ages from 0 to 14, and nearly 15% of pediatric cancer-related mortality \[[@B1-brainsci-09-00221]\]. Originating from neural crest cells, it shows heterogeneous clinical behaviors regarding maturation, regression, and aggressive growth \[[@B2-brainsci-09-00221]\]. The International Neuroblastoma Staging Series (INSS) stratifies NBM patients by risk level, tumor location, and dissemination and *MYCN* amplification \[[@B3-brainsci-09-00221]\].

A more recent classification from the International Neuroblastoma Risk Group (INRG) Task Force was made after collecting clinical data and bio-samples from more than 8800 cases in North America, Australia, Europe, and Japan \[[@B3-brainsci-09-00221]\].

The standard of care (SOC) for NBM consists of surgery, dose-intensive chemotherapy, radiation, and immunotherapeutic targeting of the disialoganglioside, GD2 \[[@B4-brainsci-09-00221],[@B5-brainsci-09-00221]\]. The five-year survival rate for NBM is 79%. However, this survival rate depends on many factors, particularly the risk grouping of the tumor. In fact, while for children with low-risk NBM, the five-year survival rate is higher than 95%, it declines to 40%--50% for in high-risk NBM \[[@B6-brainsci-09-00221]\]. Hence, new therapeutic approaches are needed for this latter group of patients.

During the last few years a great body of preclinical and clinical data have proven that the immune system plays a key role in generation, maintenance, and growth of different tumors. In particular, it has been shown that immunosuppressive mechanisms, that operate in the tumor microenvironment, may favor the growth and metastatization of the tumor. The best described inhibitor immune checkpoints are represented by cytotoxic T lymphocyte--associated protein 4 (CTLA-4) and programmed cell death-1 (PD-1) \[[@B7-brainsci-09-00221]\]. It has been proven that monoclonal antibodies targeting these immune checkpoints, such as ipilimumab for CTLA-4 and nivolumab and pembrolizumab for PD-1, exert clear-cut beneficial effects on the clinical course of cancer, including metastatic melanoma, non-small cell lung cancer, renal cell carcinoma, and Hodgkin lymphoma \[[@B8-brainsci-09-00221],[@B9-brainsci-09-00221],[@B10-brainsci-09-00221]\].

Much attention has been lately posed to the immunological profile of NBM and on the possibility that development of an immunosuppressive microenvironment may be implicated in the development of more aggressive forms of NBM. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that the combination of programmed cell death-ligand-1 (PD-L1) and HLA (Human Leukocyte Antigen) class I represents a novel prognostic biomarker for NBM, as a high number of HLA class I-expressing tumor cells and low PD-L1 correlate with a better prognosis \[[@B11-brainsci-09-00221]\]. The use of computational modeling may offer a unique tool for the prediction of responses to immunotherapeutic treatments, as it is can be used to integrate robust data input, from genomic and transcriptomic studies, clinical data, and in vivo and in vitro experimental models. In NSCLC (Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer), immunotherapy has often proved to be a winning solution and computational models have been developed to give an estimation of responding patients. Brogden et al. developed a network model to evaluate the expression of PD-L1, used as an index of outcome following anti-PDL-1 therapy \[[@B12-brainsci-09-00221]\].

The aim of this work was to create a computational model for the prediction of the response of NBM patients to immunotherapeutic treatments. We first considered the pathways potentially affecting the expression of PDL-1 and we differentiated the cases in which there was or not the activating mutation of *ALKF1174L*. Afterwards, we analyzed the modulation of PDL-1 upon treatment with gefitinib (Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor -EGFR -inhibitor) or crizotinib (ALK- Anaplastic Lymphoma Kinase- inhibitors), alone or in combination.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-brainsci-09-00221}
========================

2.1. Construction of a Signaling Network in NBM {#sec2dot1-brainsci-09-00221}
-----------------------------------------------

In order to determine the influence of intracellular signaling pathways on the expression of PD-L1 in NBM, we first developed an integrated network of protein kinase cascades. The network was developed starting from models retrieved from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (Kegg) PATHWAY database and it was manually curated based on the information retrieved from a survey of literature found on PubMed. The interaction between the PI3K (PhosphoInositide-3-Kinase)--AKT signaling pathway (Kegg reference: map04151), the MAPK (Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase) signaling pathway (Kegg reference: map04010), the mTOR (mammalian Target Of Rapamycin) signaling pathway (Kegg reference: map04150), and the Ras signaling pathway (Kegg reference: map04014) were first considered. Based on the role of EGFR and NGFR (Nerve Growth Factor Receptor) in NBM, the neurotrophin signaling pathway (Kegg reference: map04150) and the EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor resistance (Kegg reference: map04722) were also included. Finally, the presence of the activating *ALK1174L* mutation was modeled in the network. The data were manually entered into the CellDesigner software (version 4.4; <http://www.celldesigner.org/>) for graphical representation.

2.2. Parameters Estimation and Kinetics Simulation {#sec2dot2-brainsci-09-00221}
--------------------------------------------------

The signaling network was imported in COPASI (COmplex PAthway SImulator) (version 4.25; <http://copasi.org/>), a software for the simulation and analysis of biochemical networks and dynamics. The molecular reactions were modeled considering data obtained from the literature and can be categorized into post-translational modifications, activation/inhibition of proteins, protein degradation, and transcriptional regulation and translation. Transcription and translation phenomena, according to the literature, have been described by Henri--Michaelis--Menten equations, while degradation events have been modeled by considering the mass action law. The Henri--Michaelis--Menten equations describe the rate of enzymatic reactions, by relating the reaction rate to the concentration of a substrate S. The law of mass action assumes that the rate of a chemical reaction is directly proportional to the product of the activities or concentrations of the reactants. Data specific to each molecular event and PubMed identifiers of the annotated research articles are provided as [Supplementary Material](#app1-brainsci-09-00221){ref-type="app"}. The reactions that had not already been described in the literature were modeled according to modified Henri--Michaelis--Menten equations, in which the role of the activator/repressor was taken into account. Each reaction was described as an ordinary differential equation (ODE). Relative initial concentrations of each inactive species included in our model were gathered from RNASeq data from the TARGET 2018 Database of Pediatric NBM samples, obtained from cBioPortal, whereas the initial amount of the corresponding activated states was fixed to zero. For the determination of the kinetic rate constant of the Henri--Michaelis--Menten equations, we used the COPASI linear regression tool, that allowed to calculate the parameters best fitting with the experimental data. Simulations were calculated by running a deterministic algorithm (LSODA), considering a small and a large time scale. In the first case, we chose the following parameters: duration, 1 × 10^−5^ s; interval size, 2.328304971 × 10^−11^; intervals, 429,497; integrate reduced model, 0; relative tolerance, 1 × 10^−6^; absolute tolerance, 1 × 10^−12^; and maximum internal steps, 10. Whilst, in the second one, we used: duration, 2 × 10^5^ s; interval size, 4.656609941; intervals, 429,50; integrate reduced model, 0; relative tolerance, 1 × 10^−6^; absolute tolerance, 1 × 10^−12^; and maximum internal steps, 10. The entire list of the equations and reactions considered, the values of the calculated parameters and the relative references are provided as [Supplementary Material](#app1-brainsci-09-00221){ref-type="app"}.

2.3. Sensitivity Analysis {#sec2dot3-brainsci-09-00221}
-------------------------

COPASI was also used for the calculation of sensitivities of the constructed model with respect to the imputed parameters. Sensitivity analysis allows to determine the parameters that are most involved in the regulation of one specific model species. We used this tool to evaluate how the levels of active PD-L1 were modulated with regards to the various kinetics parameters of the reactions considered. Given the complexity of our model, the network was simplified to 54 species and 43 reactions in order to perform the sensitivity analysis.

2.4. Validation Analysis {#sec2dot4-brainsci-09-00221}
------------------------

In order to validate the data obtained from the mathematical model, the GSE107354 microarray dataset was interrogated. For the generation of the dataset, the NB39nu neuroblastoma cell line, harboring ALK amplification, cultured in 2D and 3D conditions, was treated for 24 h with either DMSO or the ALK inhibitors, crizotinib and alectinib, at a final concentration of 1 μM, and RNA extracted and hybridized to the Agilent-039494 SurePrint G3 Human GE v2 × 8 × 60K microarrays. Array probes were logarithm transformed and normalized using the quantile method \[[@B13-brainsci-09-00221]\].

3. Results {#sec3-brainsci-09-00221}
==========

3.1. Signaling Network in NBM and Sensitivity Analysis {#sec3dot1-brainsci-09-00221}
------------------------------------------------------

We screened over 200 research articles and documented intracellular signaling reactions from 36 manuscripts. The annotated molecular events were graphically depicted using the CellDesigner tool (Version number, website), as presented in [Figure 1](#brainsci-09-00221-f001){ref-type="fig"}. In the network, each node represented a molecule and each reaction was represented by an edge. The post-translational modifications annotated included phosphorylation, dephosphorylation, and acetylation. The upstream signal from EGF and NGF was included, as well as the signal from the active form of ALK, bearing the *ALK1174L* mutation. The network was constructed to have the PD-L1 expression as downstream node. Overall, our model comprised 93 species and 85 reactions. Each reaction was described by an ordinary differential equation (ODE), as shown in [Supplementary Material](#app1-brainsci-09-00221){ref-type="app"}. The model has been deposited in BioModels and assigned the identifier, MODEL1812070002.

We performed a sensitivity analysis in order to establish which parameters mostly affected the expression of PD-L1. Because of the complexity of the network generated, the steady state could not be reached, therefore a simplified version of the network was used ([Figure 2](#brainsci-09-00221-f002){ref-type="fig"}A). The results from the analysis showed that the most important reactions for the regulation of PD-L1 expression were represented by ALK activation and AKT inhibition, and ERK (Extracellular signal--Regulated Kinase) activation ([Figure 2](#brainsci-09-00221-f002){ref-type="fig"}B).

3.2. PDL-1 Expression is Controlled by ALK {#sec3dot2-brainsci-09-00221}
------------------------------------------

We simulated our model under EGF and NGF stimulation conditions, in the presence or not of the *ALK1174L* mutation. As shown in [Figure 3](#brainsci-09-00221-f003){ref-type="fig"}, in a time frame of 0--1 × 10^−5^ s, PD-L1 expression increased with a faster kinetics in the presence of the *ALK1174L* mutation. Indeed, the predicted concentration of PD-L1 mRNA at t = 1 × 10^−5^ s was 1.18 × 10^−7^ mmol/mL for the mutated tumor and 1.65 × 10^−11^ mmol/mL for the wild type tumor ([Figure 3](#brainsci-09-00221-f003){ref-type="fig"}). In a longer time-frame (i.e., 0--2 × 10^5^ s), while in the non-mutated tumor, the concentration of PD-L1 reached its plateau concentration at t = 1.3 × 10^5^ s, in the *ALKF1174L* mutated tumor the concentration of PD-L1 continued to increase in a linear fashion ([Figure 4](#brainsci-09-00221-f004){ref-type="fig"}A).

3.3. Effects of Pharmacological Treatment on PDL-1 Expression {#sec3dot3-brainsci-09-00221}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we simulated what happens upon specific target therapy, in particular with the use of crizotinib (ALK inhibitor) and gefitinib (EGFR inhibitor), as single and combination therapy. The model was run under EGF and NGF stimulation conditions in the *ALK1174L* mutated tumor. The ODEs implemented in the model were the following:$$\begin{array}{l}
\frac{d\left( {\left\lbrack {ALK\_ Mutated} \right\rbrack \times V_{``{{Neuroblastoma}\ {Cell}\ {Cytoplasm}"}}} \right)}{dt} \\
{= - V_{``{{Neuroblastoma}\ {Cell}\ {Cytoplasm}}"}} \\
{\times HMM\_ Modified\left( {Kcat_{({crizotinib})},~km_{({crizotinib})},\left\lbrack {Crizotinib} \right\rbrack,\left\lbrack {ALK\_ Mutated} \right\rbrack} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{l}
\frac{d\left( {\left\lbrack {crizotinib} \right\rbrack \times V_{``{{Neuroblastoma}\ {Cell}\ {Cytoplasm}"}}} \right)}{dt} \\
{= - V_{``{{Neuroblastoma}\ {Cell}\ {Cytoplasm}}"} \times K1_{({Crizotinib~Degradation})}} \\
{\times \left\lbrack {Crizotinib} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{l}
\frac{d\left( {\left( {EGFR\_ inhibited} \right) \times V_{``{{Neuroblastoma}\ {Cell}\ {Cytoplasm}"}}} \right)}{dt} \\
{= + V_{``{{Neuroblastoma}\ {Cell}\ {Cytoplasm}}"} \times HMM\_ Modified} \\
{\times \left( {{Kcat}_{({EGFR}_{inhibitor})},{km}_{({EGFR}_{inhibitor})},\left\lbrack {Gefitinib} \right\rbrack,\left\lbrack {{EGFR}\_{free}} \right\rbrack} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{l}
\frac{d\left( {\left( {Gefitinib} \right) \times V_{``{{Neuroblastoma}\ {Cell}\ {Cytoplasm}"}}} \right)}{dt} \\
{= - V_{``{{Neuroblastoma}\ {Cell}\ {Cytoplasm}"}} \times K1_{({Gefitinib\ degradation})} \times \left\lbrack {Gefitinib} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{array}$$

In our model, the predicted peak concentration of PD-L1 upon crizotinib treatment was dramatically lower than that observed in the untreated cell (crizotinib: 3761.26mmol/mL; control: 5962.23 mmol/mL at t = 2 × 10^5^) ([Figure 4](#brainsci-09-00221-f004){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, EGFR inhibition did not influence the levels of PD-L1, which reached the same concentration as in the control tumor ([Figure 4](#brainsci-09-00221-f004){ref-type="fig"}). The combination therapy showed no differences in the expression levels of PD-L1 as compared to the crizotinib or gefitinib therapy alone ([Figure 4](#brainsci-09-00221-f004){ref-type="fig"}).

3.4. Validation Analysis {#sec3dot4-brainsci-09-00221}
------------------------

In order to validate the data obtained using COPASI analysis, the GSE107354 dataset was analyzed. As shown in [Figure 5](#brainsci-09-00221-f005){ref-type="fig"}, treatment of the neuroblastoma cell line, NB39nu, with the ALK inhibitors, crizotinib and alectinib, was associated to a marked downregulation of PD-L1 expression. The effect was more evident upon treatment with crizotinib, which led to a 4.33-fold reduction in PD-L1 levels in 3D-cultured cells and a 3.26-fold reduction in 2D-cultured cells ([Figure 5](#brainsci-09-00221-f005){ref-type="fig"}).

4. Discussion {#sec4-brainsci-09-00221}
=============

NBM is a neoplastic transformation of undifferentiated sympatho--adrenal (SA) progenitor cells that results in tumor formation in the adrenal medulla and sympathetic ganglia. NBM cells metastasize to the bone marrow, bone, lymph nodes, liver, lung, central nervous system, and skin, resulting in long-term survival rates of less than 40%, even with intensive treatment. The first manifestation can be a loco-regional disease, with signs and symptoms of a space-occupying lesion, such as palpable abdominal or pelvic mass or spinal nerve compression, with related neurological symptoms. NBM displays the highest rate of spontaneous regression observed among human cancers, and one possible explanation for this phenomenon is the induction of patients' immune responses toward tumor cells. Some authors detected a higher frequency of PD-L1+ tumor cells in high-risk NBM \[[@B14-brainsci-09-00221]\], whereas other authors reported no expression of PD-L1 in both primary and metastatic neuroblastoma lesions \[[@B15-brainsci-09-00221],[@B16-brainsci-09-00221]\].

Anticancer immunity can be impaired by a variety of immunosuppressive mechanisms, including the expression of inhibitory checkpoints, such as PD-1, CTLA-4 and lymphocyte activation gene 3 (LAG3), which limit the effector function of T cells by interacting with their ligands, expressed on a wide range of tumor cells. Blockade of PD-1 and PD-L1 by monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) has provided encouraging results in a wide variety of cancers, such as melanoma \[[@B17-brainsci-09-00221]\], renal carcinoma \[[@B10-brainsci-09-00221]\], non-small cell lung cancer \[[@B18-brainsci-09-00221]\], and have been tested in a murine model of NBM \[[@B19-brainsci-09-00221]\].

However, it is not yet possible to determine how immunotherapy will affect a particular patient or whether the patient will respond or not.

Bioinformatics, machine learning-based modeling and drug repositioning-science can provide useful information on the molecular mechanisms driving NBM pathogenesis and help in the search of potential therapeutics \[[@B3-brainsci-09-00221],[@B20-brainsci-09-00221]\]. The use of in silico analysis has been largely used by us to identify pathogenic pathway and novel therapeutic targets in a variety of clinical settings \[[@B21-brainsci-09-00221],[@B22-brainsci-09-00221]\], including autoimmune diseases \[[@B23-brainsci-09-00221],[@B24-brainsci-09-00221],[@B25-brainsci-09-00221],[@B26-brainsci-09-00221],[@B27-brainsci-09-00221],[@B28-brainsci-09-00221]\], cancer \[[@B22-brainsci-09-00221],[@B29-brainsci-09-00221],[@B30-brainsci-09-00221],[@B31-brainsci-09-00221],[@B32-brainsci-09-00221],[@B33-brainsci-09-00221]\], fibrotic diseases \[[@B34-brainsci-09-00221]\], infectious diseases \[[@B35-brainsci-09-00221]\], and psychiatric and neurological disorders \[[@B36-brainsci-09-00221],[@B37-brainsci-09-00221]\]. Mathematical modeling is helpful in predicting cell behaviors and uncovering how the dynamic interactions of signal transducers lead to context-dependent cellular responses \[[@B38-brainsci-09-00221]\]. To investigate the dynamic interactions between system components, four key properties are required: the system structure (individual components and interactions between them), the system dynamics (system behavior under different conditions and over time), the control methods (principles governing regulation of the system), and the design methods (principles governing system construction) \[[@B39-brainsci-09-00221]\]. This approach provides a deeper understanding of the tumor phenotype and may suggest how the system can be modulated in order to induce desired phenotypic changes.

Unlike adult cancers, which are characterized by many acquired somatic mutations, NBM exhibits surprisingly few recurrent mutations conserved across high-risk cases, as assessed in several large-scale sequencing studies \[[@B40-brainsci-09-00221]\]. Among the frequently mutated genes, activating mutations in the ALK kinase and loss-of-function mutations in the paired-like homeobox 2b (PHOX2B) transcription factor account for \~80% of hereditary neuroblastomas \[[@B1-brainsci-09-00221],[@B40-brainsci-09-00221]\]. Recently, a cooperative oncogenic effect of MYCN and activated ALK in neuroblastomagenesis has been demonstrated \[[@B41-brainsci-09-00221],[@B42-brainsci-09-00221]\].

We created a computational model in order to predict how the NBM tumor phenotype could be modulated to respond to anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy. In our study, we showed that ALK is a major player in the expression of PDL-1, and that treatment with crizotinib (ALK inhibitor) decreased the concentrations of PD-L1. On the other hand, in the *ALK1174L* mutated tumor, PD-L1 expression was not influenced by the anti-EGFR drug, gefitinib. These results suggest that patients bearing the *ALK1174L* mutation may probably benefit the most from a therapy with nivolumab. These considerations are very useful for determining which patients should be directed to a possible immunotherapy.

This study aims to provide a useful tool to be considered in the therapeutic management of NBM patients and, eventually, in the redaction of guidelines and in clinical practice, applying a targeted therapy, in the attempt to optimize the current therapeutic strategies and achieving the goal of personal medicine. Our model can also be useful for the development of predictive systems for other cancers, such as medulloblastoma, glioblastoma, melanoma, rhabdomyosarcoma and Wilms' Tumor.

Future studies will expand the number of pathways considered in our network model and optimize the equations used to represent the interaction of genes involved. Afterward, it will be necessary to integrate the information gathered to make more precise predictions. An assessment of the potential interaction between cancer cells and immune system could also be modeled to design more effective therapeutic strategies.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-brainsci-09-00221}
==============

Developing a mathematical model able to determine the factors influencing PD-L1 expression, and to a more general extent, predict the response to immunotherapy, will help in the future to design a potential clinical decision-support system, guiding the clinicians in the selection of therapies based on individual patient genomic profiles. Although the model here described requires extensive implementation and should be validated in the clinical setting, its utility in the clinical practice is possible, as a tool to achieve a targeted-tailored and personalized medicine.

The following are available online at <https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3425/9/9/221/s1>.
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![Graphic representation of the pathways considered in the model. Square shape: gene; diamond shape: mRNA; circle shape: simple molecule; square shape with smooth corners: protein; Ø: degraded; blue: MAPK (Mitogen-activated protein kinase) pathway, red: PI3K (phosphoinositide-3-kinase)/AKT/mTOR (mammalian Target Of Rapamycin) pathway; light blue: JAK (Janus Kinase)/STAT (Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription) pathway; purple: MYCN transcription; orange: programmed cell death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) transcription.](brainsci-09-00221-g001){#brainsci-09-00221-f001}

![Simplified pathway used for the sensitivity analysis (**A**). The sensitivity analysis shows the influence of reaction parameters (Kcat, Km, k1 or k2) on PD-L1 transcription. Negative values indicate repression of transcription, while positive ones indicate an induction. The Km of ERK (Extracellular signal--Regulated kKinase) activation by ALK (Anaplastic Lymphoma Kinase) was the parameter most associated with PD-L1 expression. A strong negative value was elicited for k1 of PTEN (Phosphatase and Tensin homolog) activation and k2 of ALK activation, meaning that both the parameters were inversely proportional to PD-L1 expression (**B**).](brainsci-09-00221-g002){#brainsci-09-00221-f002}

![Expression of PD-L1 in a neuroblastoma cell line without ALK mutations (**A**). PD-L1 expression in a neuroblastoma cell line harboring *ALKF1174L* mutation (**B**). The simulation was conducted from 0 s to 1 × 10^−5^ s, using the deterministic (LSODA) method. All concentrations are in mmol/mL.](brainsci-09-00221-g003){#brainsci-09-00221-f003}

![Expression of PD-L1 in a neuroblastoma cell line with and without ALK mutation (**A**). (**B**) Expression of PD-L1 after treatment with 1.4 × 10^−3^ mM crizotinib therapy (**C**), 3 × 10^−3^ mM gefitinib therapy (**D**) and a combination of the two inhibitors (**E**). The simulation was conducted from 0 to 2 × 10^5^ s., using the deterministic (LSODA) method. All concentrations are in mmol/mL. Comparison of the cumulative area under the curves (AUCs) of PD-L1 expression without therapy and with different therapy regimens (**F**).](brainsci-09-00221-g004){#brainsci-09-00221-f004}

![Effect of crizotinib and alectinib on PD-L1 expression in the neuroblastoma cell line, NB39nu, harboring ALK amplification, as determined in the GSE107354 dataset.](brainsci-09-00221-g005){#brainsci-09-00221-f005}
